


OIL MIST SYSTEMS 

OIL MIST CABINET GENERATOR
DropsA is specialized in  building  large  oil  mist systems typically  found in oil re�neries.
It  is  common  that  green  �eld  projects  for  re�neries  specify  an  oil  mist lubrication  system  for
pumps  and  motor  bearings.  
During  the  re�ning  of  the  oil,  the  process  pump used to transfer oil must be lubricated with  Nebol  
(mist  system).  Nebol  systems  have  to  be  customed  designed  for  each re�nery.  
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- Vortex Mist Header
- Heaters for oil and air
- Control panel that can communicate with customer DCS all the alarms 
- Reservoir and in case of request with backup units
- All the parts are certi�ed EX
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Mist  manifold  is  used  to  divide  correctly  the mist from the main line. Normally it is placed above  
the  pumps  and  it  can  be  used  up  to  8 lubrication points.
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DropsA  reclassi�ers  are  studied  to  obtain better  result  depending  on  the  pump application.
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In a closed loop system the lubricant must be returned  to  the  main  station.  The  manual pump can 
help to do this work easily.

Mist manifold ‐ 1 to 6 outlets

Auxiliary manual pump

Reclassi�ers



VORTEX MIST HEADER

PURE AND PURGE OIL MIST APPLICATION
DropsA  would  analyse  the  re�nery  layout  and  determine  best  positions  of  the  Nebol  OMG  (  oil  mist  
generator ). The system can be open or closed loop depending on customer requirements. Then DropsA would 
calculate mist �ow to each of the lubricating points. Some points can be PURE and some can be PURGE. The 
following diagrams show the di�erence between PURE and PURGE. 
The following diagrams show the di�erence between PURE (B1)  and PURGE (B2). 

VORTEX MIST HEAD
The innovative Vortex generator mixes oil at a speci�c distance from the highest velocity point of the vortex 
maximizing the acceleration of the particles into the vortex’s center.
At the outlet of the vortex a rapid de-compression zone initially removes large particles by forcing them to 
coalesce in a static area of the exhaust cone whilst the remaining aerosol is rotated in a controlled deceleration 
in the exhaust cone using coanda e�ect accompanied by a speci�c surface �nish used to help further reduce 
the particle size into sub-micron particles.
A �nal coalescing plate is used to collect large particles that are subsequently recycled.
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